
Fleetwood Pace Arrow 37A 
 
To Start: 
Put key in ignition 
Start engine and let idle for a couple of minutes 
Be sure hydraulic levels are raised and turned off 
Pull lever to remove parking brake 
 
Nightly Setup: 
Park, set parking brake, keep the key in the ignition, turned to on (non-running) 
Turn on hydraulics with push buttons; use the little square level from the kitchen  
Use the buttons for hydraulics and adjust until level (if unable use level blocks inside bay and 
place under the jacks that need the support) 
Make sure there is nothing inside that would prevent the slides from being pushed out 
Do walk around to make sure there are no objects with in 6� of slides 
Hook up sewer (leave closed until you want to dump tanks 
Hook up water (make sure pressure equalizer is in the line from city water) 
Do not leave water connected if temperature drops below freezing at night 
You can turn on electric water heater if needed (switch above sink next to microwave) 
Hook up power (this is a 30 amp system) 
Extend all slides after all hook ups are complete, switches are located in hallway 
Remove key from ignition 
Set all shades and front curtain 
Extend TV satellite (if needed) 
 
Departure Check list: 
All supplies stored and put away 
All storage bins closed and locked in place 
Sink Boards and stove boards in place 
Microwave off and closed 
TV satellite retracted (line up the little triangle prior to retraction) 
Electric water heater off 
Drawers next to bedroom closet closed and latched (very important prior to retracting 
Bedroom slide will break drawers if not latched properly) 
Closet doors pinned and secured  
Ceiling vents closed (both kitchen and bathroom) 
Electric water heater off 
Awnings retracted 
Slides retracted (be sure NOTHING is in the way and chaise lounge chair is facing forward) 
Note: make sure the slides are completely retracted during your walk around, if they are not, 
extend them a couple of inches and retract again. 
Chairs secured 
Close and secure bedroom door for travel 
Sewer lined drained, flushed, and stored (Always dump the large line first) 
Power chord coiled and put away 
Water line disconnected after filling the domestic tank and stored 
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All Cargo doors latched and locked 
Start engine per �startup� section 
Turn on the leveling system and hit �retract� button 
Wait for the buzzer to go off indicating jacks have been stored 
(If light is still beeping) Do another walk around to see that all is secured for travel 
 
The Electrical System: 
You can check battery voltage in the hallway 
Water pump should be shut off when not in use. 
Water heater light will turn on when the propane is switched on then the light will go out, but it 
keeps working. 
You can only run ONE AC UNIT when using the generator 
The generator should be used when the battery indication shows low. 
The batteries will charge as you travel as long as you are not using the AC. If the AC is in use 
while traveling then the generator should be on. 
The inverter is used to run a 110 volt system without the generator on.  
The generator should not be running while connected to shore power, it will blow the 
generator breaker. 
The Breaker box in located in the bedroom opposite side of the TV and Bed 
 
Sewer System: 
You can check levels in the hallway 
This system holds 58 gallons of �gray� water, and 42 gallons of �black� water. Gray is from the 
showers and sinks, and the black is from the commode. When draining, always pull the large 
valve first; wait to drain, then the small valve. This allows the gray water to flush the lines. Leave 
valves closed until dumping lines. 
 
I have received a copy of the above �Users Checklist� and received a walk through of all the 
features by an Owner representative: 
 
 
Customer Name:    Date: 
 
 
 
Representative:     Date: 
 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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